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◼ Federated Learning
·What is Federated Learning?
For Collaboration and Privacy!

Client 1 Client 2 Client N

Central Server

……
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Upload models
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Local Training
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·Design a universal framework to address diverse data heterogeneity issues!

Client 1 Client k Client N

…… ……

Most previous studies focused on label distribution imbalance data heterogeneity issues

Few works researched feature shift data heterogeneity issues

Client 1 Client k Client N

…… ……

◼ Motivation

So far, these two forms of data heterogeneity have been studied separately and have not been addressed within a 
unified FL framework.
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◼ Observation
·Several existing algorithms personalized some parts of the model in FL with label distribution imbalance or 
feature shift to retain and leverage some of the local offline information.

·However, in realistic scenarios, where extreme label distribution skew, feature skew, or even both are 
present, these algorithms fail to effectively harness local specialized knowledge for satisfactory adaptation.

·Especially, in some cases of extreme heterogeneity, models trained by existing personalized algorithms may 
even perform worse than the locally trained model.

·On the other hand, in FL with milder heterogeneity, partially personalized models perform better due to their 
ability to access online general information from other clients.

Therefore, here comes the question: 
Is there a more effective approach to fuse the online general knowledge and the offline specialized 
knowledge for better performance?
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·Universal Federated Learning Framework
Online Model: Partially Personalized Model learns general knowledge. 
Offline Model: Locally Trained Model learns specialized knowledge.
With prediction fusion, Fed-CO2 combines general knowledge and specialized knowledge.

◼ Algorithm Framework
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·Model-level Cooperation
The online model learns local knowledge and the offline model learns global knowledge.

◼ Intra-Client Knowledge Transfer
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·Client-level Cooperation
Leverage additional knowledge from other clients to enhance models’ domain generalization ability.
Utilize global domain-invariant knowledge to benefit local task.

◼ Inter-Client Knowledge Transfer



·Convergence Proof with the Theory Neural Tangent Kernel (NTK)

◼ Theoretical Analysis

Following previous work1 , we can decompose the NTK in a direction component and a magnitude component.

When α ≤ 1, the convergence rate is dominated by V(t). 
In this case, the convergence performance can be analyzed by comparing λmin(𝐕∞). 

1Optimization theory for relu neural networks trained with normalization layers (ICML.2020)

Objective: λmin(𝐕∞) ≥ λmin(𝐕on
∞ ).

Proof Sketch:
Step1: Demonstrate the offline model converges faster than FedBN by proving λmin(𝐕off

∞ ) ≥ λmin(𝐕on
∞ ). 

Step2: Given that λmin(𝐕∞) = λmin(
1

2
(𝐕on

∞ +  𝐕off
∞ )) ≥ ( 

1

2
λmin(𝐕on

∞ ) + 
1

2
λmin(𝐕off

∞ ) ), we can prove that λmin(𝐕∞) ≥ λmin(𝐕on
∞ ). 
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·FL with Feature Skew

◼ Empirical Results
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·FL with label distribution skew

◼ Empirical Results

·FL with label distribution skew and feature skew



◼ Conclusion

We propose a universal Federated Learning framework that could handle both label distribution 
skew and feature skew data heterogeneity issues within a Cooperation mechanism between the 
Online and Offline models, namely Fed-CO2.

·Unified cooperation FL framework which utilizes both local specialized knowledge and global  
general knowledge.

·Enhanced cooperation mechanisms in both model-level (Intra-client) and client-level (Inter-
client) for more severe feature shift skew issues.

·Provide solid empirical and theoretical results.

Codes have been published at: https://github.com/zhyczy/Fed-CO2.
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